Introduction
Achieving the design luminosity at the SLAC Linear Collider depends on focusing the beams to an extremely small spot size (o<2pm) at the interaction point.
In general, the stronger the focusing power of the final quadrupoles, the higher is the luminosity that can be obtained. In this paper, we report on the development of superconducting quadrupoles for this application.
The basic design of these quadrupoles is an extrapolation of the design used in the Fermilab Tevatron.1 They differ in having a smaller aperture, improved conductor, and they contain no ferromagnetic materials. The resulting magnetic field. gradient is greater than 16 kG/cm, and is substantially higher than any previously used in a high-energy accelerator application.
In the final beam-transport telescope of the SLC, the minimum aperture required is determined primarily by background considerations.
Off-axis electrons originating from beam-gas interactions upstream follow trajectories that make their maximum excursions from the nominal beam center occur in the three final quadrupoles. It has been estimated that a clear aperture of about 1.5 inches is necessary in this section to avoid an intolerable flux of secondary scatters into the experimental detector. Using this aperture as a design constraint, it became important to find the highest possible quadrupole gradients.
Two options are being pursued.
Conventional iron quadrupoles with a gradient of about 5 kG/cm are being built at SLAC for the start-up and initial operation because of their simplicity and relatively low-cost.
The superconducting quadrupoles described here are being built as replacements for these conventional quadrupoles. Figure 3 . The clear aperture inside the magnet is 1.8 inches. Table 2 Multipole Moments In Units Of 10-4 at 1 cm (N = Normal; S = Skew) 6 P N It is conjectured that without recuring the buss coil with heat there will still be some hysteretic deformation of the coil which results in the observed multipoles. The other three prototypes have multipoles that meet the a priori specifications of less than 10-3 at 1 cm.
The quench test results for two prototype magnets are shown in Figure 4 where the magnet load line and cable short sample are indicated. The quench performance of SLOO5, the first 5 in 1 cable quadrupole, was 1135 A. This is 92% of the short sample for the poorest of the five conductors listed in Table 1 .
The eight percent difference from short sample is consistent with the inclusion of self field effects. The magnet showed very little ramp sensitivity, less than 1% of critical current, for ramp rates that varied from 4 to 80 A/sec. In general the performance of this magnet and the satisfactory behavior of the cable in winding the coils makes the conductor a good candidate for future low current applications. Its only drawback appears to be the tedious job of connecting all the coils together.
Conclusions and Outlook _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ The prototype quadrupoles described here show that the gradient and field quality required for the SLC final focus are achievable. The magnets for the SLC will be fabricated in two lengths, 2.18 feet and 3.96 feet, and will be mounted, three to a cryostat, in a triplet configuration on each side of the interaction point.
